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Abstract 

In the introduction to the volume Conceptualising Public Health: Historical and 

Contemporary Struggles Over Key Concepts, Sophy Bergenheim, Johan Edman, Johannes 

Kananen and Merle Wessel provide a comprehensive guide to the book and its academic 

fields. The chapter clarifies the volume’s conceptual history approach and goal; the editors 

and contributors approach concepts and discourses related to public health, health policy and 

medicine from an analytical and constructivist perspective in order to reach their various 

historical and political layers. Furthermore, the reader is provided with a historical overview 

of international and Nordic public health history, in order to properly contextualise the book’s 

chapters. The introduction chapter also presents central literature and positions the volume in 

relevant academic fields, as well as presents the anthology’s individual chapters and their 

contribution. 
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Studying key concepts of public health: The aim of this book 

This book has grown out of an insight that the concept of public health has been important in 

the historical development of modern societies. While connotations and associations have 

varied with time and place, the language around public health has expressed a concern for the 

health and well-being of the citizens of a nation state. It has served as a tool for constructing, 

developing and establishing practices, goals and discourses for health policy on a national 

and international level. It should therefore be given further academic attention. 

Public health is conceptualised slightly differently in the English language and in other 

Germanic languages, such as German and Swedish. In English, the key concept is public 

health, accompanied by other interrelated concepts, such as national health and population 

health (the latter often used in studies in public health, e.g., in the Scandinavian Journal of 

Public Health). The Nordic and German concepts share a similar etymological basis, namely, 

the word for public health translates literally to ‘people’s health’ (Swedish: folkhälsa, 

Norwegian: folkehelse, Finnish: kansanterveys, Danish: folkesundhed, Icelandic: lýðheilsa; 

German: Volksgesundheit). The Nordic and German concepts thus have a markedly different 

connotation compared to the English counterparts: they contain a stronger association with a 

(culturally) unified people. 

The title of our book is Conceptualising Public Health – Historical and Contemporary 

Struggles Over Key Concepts. As the title reveals, we are not focusing on one single term, 

e.g., ‘public health’, but key concepts in plural. The time period of this volume encompasses 

the late nineteenth and the twentieth century. During this period, the medical and social 

discourse has been dominated and contested by various crucial concepts, and we thus extend 

our analytical gaze to a broader group of concepts. In addition to public health, key concepts 

discussed in this book include, among others, hygiene, social hygiene and social medicine, 

racial hygiene and eugenics, social disability and health management. We also discuss Nordic 

and English variations of public health concepts, which have not necessarily always been 

synonymous. 

A clear-cut distinction between these concepts and their various uses is sometimes 

demanding, or outright futile. This fuzziness, however, is not regarded as inherently 

problematic in this book, but rather, as an intriguing study subject. Our aim is not to provide 

rigid and simplified definitions for key concepts. We do not take concepts at face value; as 

something possessing an essential or timeless and ahistorical nature. Instead, we approach 
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concepts and their discourses as contingent and historical phenomena; we analyse how the 

uses of different key concepts and the meanings attributed to them have varied with time, 

place and actor. Moreover, we study the interplay of concepts and discourses. An important 

focus of this volume is the overlapping boundary between the social realm and the medical or 

scientific sphere. 

The concepts related to the development of medicine and health policy can serve as a lens for 

understanding the historical transformations of the welfare states in general, and for analysing 

the changing relationship between the state and the individual, in particular. More 

specifically, the book aims at identifying ruptures and redefinitions in the conceptualisations 

of medicine and health policy in the twentieth century in the Nordic countries and elsewhere 

in Europe. 

The objective of this volume is to provide an analytical account of the historicity, 

contingency and political nature of key concepts related to health and health policy. We 

perceive and analyse concepts as normative tools and weapons of debate that shape the 

understanding of contemporary realities. In this mission, we dedicate special attention to the 

differentiation between historical or empirical concepts and analytical terms. By this, we 

mean the difference between the use of, for example, ‘public health’ by contemporary actors 

in its original context, and an analytical reading of the actors’ understanding and use of the 

concepts. By being aware of and making this distinction, we seek to avoid taking concepts 

(be they analytical or empirical) for granted, and to thereby be wary of slipping into 

anachronic interpretations and labelling. 

Historical development in the nineteenth and twentieth century 

Disease prevention in the collective 

George Rosen, author of the classic A History of Public Healthi, argues that from the 

seventeenth century onwards, a mercantilist approach perceived the population as a resource, 

which helped to legitimise health on a collective level as an economic necessity.ii It should be 

noted, however, that mercantilism was a markedly different political system centred around 

the (absolute) ruler. The economy or the health of the population did not, in other words, 

serve a larger collective or entity like the nation state, but the political elite. In contrast, in the 

postlude to the French revolution, individual and population health was elevated to a 

universal human right. These two perspectives create an interesting tension that seems to 

reappear time and again in the conceptual history of public health. 
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Existing research in the history of public health has identified a medical, scientific and social 

reform movement in the nineteenth century, which had the aim of eliminating the pathogenic 

conditions identified in poor housing, inadequate sanitation, dangerous workplaces and 

poverty.iii Industrialisation has been identified as the driving force of the process that, on the 

one hand, contributed to urbanisation with a concentration of sources of infection and, on the 

other hand, required a large and healthy workforce.iv Efforts to reach these aims included a 

focus on social structures, social activism and an ambition to improve the living conditions of 

the population in general. 

Whereas nineteenth-century public health focused on the environment as a source of illness, 

in the early twentieth century, it was complemented with a prophylactic approach. It placed 

the focus on the individual, in order to prevent disease in the collective as well as in the 

individual. Political opposition (in the US) to the progressive ambitions of older public 

health, new insurance statistics with a focus on lifestyle factors and an actual reduction of 

contagious diseases in the industrialised urban communities around the turn of the century 

contributed to a shift in perspective.v 

The first half of the twentieth century was also in other ways a turning point in the Western 

public health discourse. Many Western former imperial states, particularly in Europe, 

embraced either democracy, communism, authoritarianism or fascism. This was not only a 

big political change, but resulted in social transformations as well. As nations struggled for 

hegemony in a spirit of rising nationalism, they intensified their focus on the national and 

social body, i.e., the population. The First World War was a peak of this development, when 

a war dominated by technology and modern force of destruction hit the Western world and 

left not only the national body but also the physical body of the individual in deep wounds. 

Eric Hobsbawm calls this time the “Age of Catastrophe”.vi This stimulated an increasing 

interest in health, the individual and the health of the entire population, as well as the 

development of new medical knowledge about the human body. 

Technological and scientific progress was manifested in new ways of detecting disease and 

new treatments. Albert Calmette and Camille Guérin first created an immunisation against 

the widespread tuberculosis in 1906. From the 1920s onwards, medical scientists started 

developing vaccines further (the first successful vaccine, against smallpox, had been 

introduced in the late eighteenth century). The development of penicillin by Sir Alexander 

Fleming in 1928 and its first use in the Second World War on soldiers constituted a turning 
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point in health care. After the Second World War, both treatments – vaccination and 

penicillin – became widely available to the public in the Western world. 

In our effort to understand how conceptualisations of public health and medicine have 

changed through history, in this book, we have sought to identify characterising 

developments. Clear-cut periodisations are often anachronistic in that firstly, they mask how 

change in ideas, concepts and practices is gradual and even slow, and not necessarily even 

recognised by contemporaries. Secondly, they overlook how concepts and notions are built 

on past concepts and notions; i.e., how new ideas and concepts carry their history with them. 

In this book, we study how public health, health policy and medicine have been 

conceptualised in different times and how these conceptualisations have evolved. 

Furthermore, we see them as interrelated, each creating their own layer, on which later actors 

build new concepts. Therefore, rather than seeking to identify or label breaking points or 

distinct periods, we look at transition periods, during which ideas, concepts and practices 

gradually take on new forms. 

Since we are, in a sense, chasing a moving target, we need to focus on selected aspects of 

public health in order to make sense of conceptual change. In the early twentieth century, 

conceptualisations and notions included the concept of hygiene in its various formsvii and 

eugenics (or racial hygiene, as it was called in German and the Nordic languages), as well as 

a focus on the individual as a part of the collective (population, people, race etc.). 

Eugenics was one of many ways to conceptualise public health in the early twentieth century. 

Eugenicists drew upon Darwinian ideas of natural selection and their applications, such as 

those of Darwin’s cousin Francis Galton. The idea was to shape and improve the quality of 

the population (or ‘race’). Galton saw eugenics as a means to manipulate natural selection in 

humankind.viii In his book Memories of My Life (1908), Galton described eugenics as follows: 

Its first object is to check the birth-rate of the Unfit, instead of allowing them to come into 

being, though doomed in large numbers to perish prematurely. The second object is the 

improvement of the race by furthering the productivity of the Fit by early marriages and 

healthful rearing of their children. Natural selection rests upon excessive production and 

wholesale destruction; Eugenics on bringing no more individuals into the world than can 

be properly cared for, and those only of the best stock.ix 
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Galton spoke as if from a position above the rest of the society. From this perspective, Galton 

and his followers were able to divide people into “Fit” and “Unfit” groups. The “Fit” were 

those whose offspring were thought to be beneficial for the future of the “race”. 

Positive eugenics, i.e., encouraging the reproduction of individuals with desired qualities, and 

negative eugenics, respectively, restricting the reproduction of individuals with undesired 

qualities, became government policy throughout the Western world in the early twentieth 

century. In the late 1920s and early 1930s, many countries enacted marriage and sterilisation 

laws that included marriage impediments or allowed forced sterilisation on eugenic and social 

grounds, such as epilepsy, schizophrenia, feeble-mindedness or deaf-muteness. The most 

well-known case is probably Germany, but also, e.g., the United States, France, Great Britain 

and the Nordic countries had legislation with eugenic features. Social and health policies in 

most Western countries were influenced by eugenic ideas during the period before the 

Second World War. 

Class and gender were important social categories in health-related discourses and practices. 

Women have been both actors as well as recipients of health policies and socio-medical 

measures. Eugenics, health policy and pronatalist population policy intertwined, and many 

measures and policies were targeted at (‘fit’ or potentially ‘fit’) families, mothers and 

children in order to encourage procreation and reduce infant mortality and health risks related 

to pregnancy and childbirth. Furthermore, women played an important role as physicians and 

nurses providing these health care measures that were partly developed by women in political 

and expert positions. 

In addition, health regulations did not only target the ill or defective, but also the lower 

classes. Social and medical categories intersected in the notions of ‘fit’. Typical problems of 

the poorer classes, like criminality, poor living conditions or immoral behaviour were 

medicalised. Problem definitions also implied choices of the kind of expert knowledge 

required for solving the problems. The Nordic countries largely followed these Western 

trends. 

To reformulate the ideas of the early twentieth century, they can be characterised as being 

focused on prevention, the collective and the long term (the cultivation of hereditary 

qualities). These notions also had their own rationale of inclusion and exclusion. Some 

individuals of the adult generations were seen as unfit and a source of degeneration of the 
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population, and controlling them can be understood both in terms of inclusion and exclusion. 

Labelling them ‘unfit’ was, of course, excluding, but submitting to this control (e.g., 

sterilisation) was also framed as a channel for increased social acceptability and inclusion. 

Moreover, control over the procreation of ‘unfit’ individuals was seen as preventing the birth 

of new generations destined to poor hereditary and social disposition and thereby exclusion. 

Focus from prevention and the collective to the health of the individual 

After the Second World War, the atrocities committed by Nazi Germany and the destruction 

brought upon by the war prompted efforts to begin social development anew and to break 

with the past. In 1948, two important international organisations were established: the World 

Health Organization (WHO) and the United Nations (UN). The creation of WHO added a 

global perspective to the prevailing public health discourse with a strong national focus. The 

vision of an open and liberal post-war world paved the way for a shift from contagionist, 

quarantine-based public health to sanitary disease control.x A new focus on chronic diseases 

and lifestyle diseases was central. As an example of this, historian Dorothy Porter has 

illustrated how the conceptual link between smoking and lung cancer in the 1950s resulted in 

awareness campaigns rather than a smoking ban.xi 

More generally, the UN Declaration of Human Rights (1948) asserted that “[a]ll human 

beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and 

conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood” (Article 1). The 

declaration sought to grant everyone equal rights and freedoms without distinction of any 

kind, such as race, colour, sex, language or religion (Article 2). It sought to grant everyone 

the right to life (Article 3) and the right to found a family and to marry (Article 16).xii 

The UN declaration may be interpreted as a reversal of Galton’s ideas about improving the 

quality of the ‘race’ by encouraging reproduction of the ‘fit’. However, while we have 

learned to take the Second World War as an almost obvious breaking point (denoted in 

common expressions like ‘interwar’ or ‘post-war’), from the perspective of public health, it is 

difficult to say what kind of clear-cut breaking point the period after the Second World War 

actually constituted. Rather, as noted earlier, it would be more apt to talk about a transition 

period. 

Granted, there were also deliberate efforts to break with the past, but the development was 

slow. In the course of the 1950s and 1960s, different hygiene concepts gradually disappeared 
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from the vocabulary or began to refer primarily to a more specific, microbial level (e.g., oral 

hygiene, hand hygiene etc.), rather than having strong social connotations (such as social 

hygiene or racial hygiene). Public health emerged as an academic discipline, replacing and 

encompassing the discipline of hygiene, sometimes also social medicine. Legislation and 

practices with eugenic features was gradually dismantled; by the 1970s, marriage and 

sterilisation laws had been reformed. 

In line with this development, the old tension of population as a resource and health as a 

universal right acquired a new form. Whereas the early twentieth-century ideas can be 

characterised by a top–down and long-term approach as well as a focus on the collective and 

the prevention of disease, by the 1970s and 1980s, the focus had shifted to health (not just 

disease) and the current-generation individual. This post-war development has been labelled 

‘New Public Health’.xiii  

In the 1970s, health was beginning to be perceived as an individual and social right of all to 

be promoted through primary health care. This idea was manifested in the 1978 Alma-Ata 

Declaration and WHO’s Health for All programme.xiv Public services were founded on 

modern social and medical sciences that were divided into different subdisciplines. These 

new or developed fields also provided academic education for various professional groups 

working for and administering the welfare state. 

This focus on the individual reflected the overall development in the Western countries. In 

the 1980s–1990s, the focus further intensified, and the previous collectivist order was 

renegotiated.xv At the macro level, there was yet another shift of attention from the society as 

a whole to the individual, this time emphasising not only individual responsibility but also 

liberty and autonomy. This approach was accompanied by a new economic rationale, which 

was derived from the Chicago school (neoclassical economics) and later complemented by 

business economics.xvi One of the most iconic expressions of this neoliberal logic is Margaret 

Thatcher’s interview from 1987, in which she promptly announced that there exists no such 

thing as society. She questioned the justification of collectivism, according to which policies 

could be designed with the whole population or society in mind, and instead stressed 

individual responsibility and autonomy.xvii 

Health policies or ideas did not take quite such an abrupt turn. However, a new concept or 

idea emphasising individualism was coined: health promotion. It was most notably 
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manifested in the 1986 Ottawa Charter, which promoted increased opportunities for making 

healthy choices.xviii 

In contrast to early twentieth-century ideas, this new perspective on health had a short-term 

focus, in that it sought to affect the health of the current generation. Furthermore, rather than 

imposing an overt top-down approach, the individuals themselves were given a central role in 

caring for their health. Following the thoughts of Alan Petersen and Deborah Lupton as well 

as Nikolas Rose, in the spirit of neoliberalism, the so-called New Public Health emphasised 

individual freedom and choice. This emphasis, for its part, obscured the normative 

requirements of this type of self-governance and ‘healthism’, or the construction of a new 

kind of ‘healthy citizen’ as the ideal. These new ideals, for their part, contained a new form of 

intolerance towards individuals who do not fit these criteria.xix 

As we pointed out earlier, twentieth-century ideas should not be understood in dichotomous 

terms of inclusion or exclusion. The same applies to New Public Health. The (often left-

leaning) promotion of health as well as primary health care were intended to decrease health 

inequality and further good health for all, thereby operating first and foremost on inclusive 

notions. Furthermore, an understanding of the individual as an autonomous actor was also an 

empowering counter-reaction to the previously mentioned expert-driven top–down approach. 

However, the new focus on health and the individual has also brought along covertly 

exclusive and normative notions in its emphasis on individual responsibility and ‘blindness’ 

in regard to socio-economic and health-related abilities. Nevertheless, NPH is not to be 

understood merely as a neoliberal expansion to the medical and health care field, but (yet 

again) a complex and nuanced phenomenon that cannot be unambiguously placed on a left–

right axis. 

In addition to the new operational environment created by the new economic rationale, which 

also opened up the provision of health care to private businesses, another layer of meaning 

that builds on old conceptualisations is discussed by scholars such as Adele Clark et al. In the 

period around 1985–1990, they identify a conceptual transformation driven by a shift of focus 

of the life sciences from the cellular level to the molecular level.xx Thus, it is a transformation 

that has coincided with the renegotiation of the post-war collectivist order in the Nordic 

countries, individualisation of culturexxi and shifts of economic thinking (particularly the rise 

of neoclassical economic theory). 
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Considering these layers of meaning we detect around the 1970s and 1980s, we may think of 

the conceptualisations of (public) health, health policy and medicine as evolving at two 

levels: on the one hand, there is a scientific or technological dimension, where the natural 

sciences and primarily biology and the medical sciences define the contents and boundaries 

of the concept of health. On the other hand, there is a political, social and administrative 

dimension whereby the scientific contents and forms of knowledge are translated into policy 

and practice. Neither dimension is fixed through time, and a multitude of developments affect 

the way each of these dimensions evolve. 

The Nordic development 

The Nordic welfare state model is known for its combination of social equality, a large public 

sector and economic efficiency. At the same time, the conceptualisations underlying Nordic 

welfare policy making reveal intriguing tensions. On the one hand, there was a widespread 

rhetoric on universalism in the post-war period: every citizen should be included in society 

and public services and social security should be available for all. However, eugenics 

continued to play a part in post-war conceptualisations of public health in the Nordic 

countries, raising the question of the limits of Nordic universalism.xxii Despite its name, 

universalism did not encompass all citizens, and it is interesting to examine the boundaries 

and distinctions made between groups of people in this respect. 

Eugenics is an example of the tensions and conceptual ambiguity also in the Nordic welfare 

states. On the one hand, there was a spirit of managing the population from above, by 

applying ideas developed by social engineers, such as Gunnar and Alva Myrdal or K. K. 

Steincke. Also in the Nordic countries, the fear of degeneration of the population resulted in 

sterilisation laws that remained in force until the mid-1970s (with moderating revisions; 

however, some post-war revisions, such as Finland’s, were even stricter).xxiii The sterilisation 

laws complemented earlier marriage laws (enacted in Sweden in 1915, followed by Norway 

in 1918, Denmark in 1922, and Finland in 1929), which sought to regulate the reproduction 

of hereditary defected individuals through the prevention of marriage. Similarly to the 

general Western development, health policy, family policy and population policy intertwined 

and included classist and gendered notions. 

On the other hand, efforts to manage the quality of the population were combined with aims 

to include as many people as possible within the realm of active citizenship in the spirit of 

(social) democracy.xxiv Previous research has pointed towards a collectivist tendency in 
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Nordic welfare policy that increased equality on the one hand, but sought to define the roles 

of people from above, from the systemic level of society.xxv Collectivism was a legal 

principle that was reflected, for instance, in social security legislation.xxvi Unemployed job 

seekers, for example, had an obligation to look for work in order to maintain eligibility to 

social security benefits. 

In terms of health policy, the Nordic countries have followed Western trends. The first 

national health laws were implemented in the second half of the nineteenth century (Norway 

1860, Sweden 1874, Finland 1879) with the aim to prevent epidemics and to increase housing 

and food hygiene.xxvii The Nordic countries were not directly involved in the First World War 

(with the exception of Finland, which gained independence (1917) and underwent a civil war 

(1918) in connection with the Russian Revolution of 1917), but there was a shared sense of 

crisis with the rest of the Western world. 

After the Second World War, the public health concept of ‘people’s health’ (folkhälsa) 

started to gain hegemony in the Nordic countries. A key dimension in this shift of perspective 

was the changing relationship between the individual and society. As in the general 

development, in the 1950s–1970s there was, among key policy makers, still a strong focus on 

the collective level and the individual was viewed as a part of the whole. Thus, connotations 

to pre-war conceptualisations, including the top-down approach associated with eugenics, 

remained in place. Gradually, the collectivist focus began to open up for more individualist 

notions, such as neoliberalism and New Public Health.  

Neoclassical economic ideas began to influence also the Nordic countries around the 1990s, 

mainly through the influence of international organisations, such as the EU and the OECD, 

and after the crisis of Social Democracy.xxviii Organised business promoted new ideas of 

market efficiency and budgetary austerity.xxix Like elsewhere, these new ideas of the 

centrality of the market mechanism challenged previous collectivist ideas, such as ‘people’s 

health’. New ideas had yet again to be adapted to past traditions, which created room for 

conceptual innovations and local variations. 

In this process of creating conceptual bridges from the old to the new, the interaction between 

medical science and politics has been central in the Nordic countries. Traditionally, Nordic 

policy making has relied strongly on experts and expert knowledge.xxx 
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Conceptual history 

In our efforts to treat he meanings of concepts as contested rather than fixed, we owe to the 

academic tradition of conceptual history. As the name suggests, the study subject of 

conceptual history consists of concepts and their historical contexts. The field has 

traditionally been dominated by two distinct approaches, the German Begriffsgeschichte, after 

the work of Reinhart Koselleck, or the Anglo-American Cambridge school, associated with 

Quentin Skinner and J. G. A. Pocock. Begriffsgeschichte is focused on studying the use and 

development of individual, central concepts (Grundbegriffe, basic concepts or key concepts). 

It is best known for the eight-volume lexicon for historical basic concepts, Geschichtliche 

Grundbegriffe, and the related methodological discussion. The Cambridge approach, on the 

other hand, is more focused on language, rhetoric and discourse rather than individual 

concepts. Skinner, for example, studies speech acts, linguistic conventions and rhetorical 

moves, i.e., language and concepts as political tools or games. 

These two approaches have been perceived as separate or even incompatible. However, both 

Skinner and Koselleck share the fundamental understanding that concepts should be studied 

in their political and social context; as factors that shape the understanding of contemporary 

realities.xxxi Koselleck notes that all concepts have two aspects: on the one hand, they point to 

something external, the context in which they are used; on the other, this context and reality 

is perceived through categories provided by language. Concepts are, therefore, both 

indicators of and factors in political and social life. Moreover, he sees history of concepts and 

history of discourse as inseparable. Analysing and understanding concepts – their content, 

meaning and importance – requires not only linguistic, but extra-linguistic context, which is 

provided, among others, by the analysis of discourse.xxxii Skinner, for his part, seeks to 

understand how concepts can be used in argument – what, exactly, they are used for. He 

concludes that both he and Koselleck assume that normative concepts should not be treated as 

statements of the world, but as tools and weapons of debate.xxxiii 

Both approaches, in other words, reject taking concepts and their meanings for granted, but 

see concepts and discourse as arenas and tools of political debate – as something that shapes 

as well as restricts the way reality is perceived. Following Jussi Kurunmäki, 

Begriffsgeschichte and Cambridge approaches can thus be understood as complementary to 

each other rather than incommensurable. Furthermore, Kurunmäki describes conceptual 

history as a research strategy with which it is possible to reveal the historicity of concepts; to 
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find political conflicts in processes that might otherwise seem uncontested and self-

evident.xxxiv 

Our contribution to existing literature 

A conceptual history-orientated reading of the history of public health 

The history of public health and health policy has been examined from different perspectives 

and in different academic fields, such as public health history, public health literature, 

medical history, medical sociology and health sociology. The literature is extensive, and due 

to lack of space, we do not have the possibility to present all praiseworthy and relevant 

literature. In this section, we have instead selected works that have acted as inspiration and/or 

provide illustrating examples of how this book contributes to the existing discussion. 

Many publications have sought to provide accounts of the history of public health with 

various perspectives and approaches. Susan Gross Solomon et al. have rejected the idea of 

public health as an issue first and foremost of the nation state, and instead focus on the 

tensions and interfaces between transnational, national and local issues and agencies, 

primarily in the 1920s–1940s.xxxv Theodore H. Tulchinsky and Elena Varavikova deliver an 

extensive account of the development of medicine and the provision and organisation of 

health care in the twentieth and twenty-first century.xxxvi In a similar vein, in Health, 

Civilization and the State, Dorothy Porter has outlined a broad history of the provision and 

organisation of health services from ancient times to the twenty-first century.xxxvii In The 

History of Public Health and the Modern State, edited by Porter, a number of scholars offer 

an overall view of the history of public health on a geographically broad scale.xxxviii 

With the exception of Tulchinsky and Varavikova and Karin Johannisson’s article on Sweden 

in The History of Public Health and the Modern Statexxxix, the above-mentioned do not deal 

with the Nordic countries, despite discussing public health in the welfare states. The Nordic 

development has primarily been discussed in the context of individual countries, with some 

works providing comparative perspectives. They deal with public health history from a social 

scientific or historical scientific perspective, noting the impact of socio-economic, 

institutional, political and geographic factors.xl Other themes touched upon include the 

connection between nation-building and citizenship,xli as well as the interface between the 

medical and scientific as well as social life.xlii 
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Michel Foucault’s poststructuralist approach and his concepts of (bio)power and 

governmentality have inspired several studies within medical history and medical sociology, 

such as the well-known works of David Armstrongxliii and Nikolas Rosexliv. Scholars 

explicitly dealing with public health with a Foucauldian approach include Alan Petersen and 

Deborah Luptonxlv as well as Signild Vallgårda, who have studied NPH and Danish and 

Swedish public health policy, respectively, as political apparatuses whose language, 

discourse and strategies obscure power relations, the construction of new kinds of ideal 

citizens and (self-)governmentality imposed on individuals. 

Moreover, while the works presented above excel in their analysis and scope in many 

respects, their relationship with the concept of public health is problematic from the 

perspective adopted in this book (with some exceptions, however, such as Roger Qvarsellxlvi, 

Karin Johannisson and Signild Vallgårda as well as Petersen and Lupton). The concept is 

either adopted as an analytical term without acknowledging, analysing or problematising its 

historicity; alternatively, the historical concept is taken at face value, without giving attention 

to the underlying and coexisting uses and meanings or other relevant historical concepts. 

As an example, when Solomon et al. write about the ‘shifting boundaries of public health’, 

they recognise that public health may have different goals at different times, but they do not 

reflect the extent to which the very concept of ‘public health’ might be conceptualised 

differently at different times and in different languages. This creates an impression of ‘public 

health’ as being a fixed, unmovable entity, which it arguably is not. 

Lene Koch, who has previously studied compulsory sterilisations in Denmarkxlvii, has taken a 

critical distance to such approaches. Instead, she has studied twentieth-century ‘eugenics’ 

from an explicitly conceptual history perspective, by applying a Koselleckian analysis. She 

reveals a transformation from a concept loaded with expectations for the scientific, 

technological and social development of the future, to ‘eugenics’ associated with dangerous 

threat and notions of compulsion, ethnic cleansing and crime.xlviii 

In the 2000s, not many studies have analysed public health concepts from an explicitly (or 

even implicitly) conceptual history perspective. The works of, e.g., Qvarsell and Johannisson 

date to the 1990s, whereas Vallgårda, despite her Foucauldian approach, explicitly delimits 

her study to a “pragmatic” approach – while, however, acknowledging how 

folkhälsa/folkesundhed could benefit from a conceptual historical analysis.xlix Of more recent 
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works addressing this particular research void could be mentioned the works of two 

contributors to this volume, Annika Berg and Minna Harjula. Berg has studied public health 

(folkhälsa) as an ideology in the Swedish welfare state development. In her dissertation, she 

contests the notion of public health as a uniform, coherent project; furthermore, she critically 

examines folkhälsa as well as folk as elastic, transformative concepts, as well traces the 

transnational dimensions and implications of folkhälsa.l In her comprehensive study of 

Finnish health policy in the twentieth century, Harjula includes an analysis of conceptual 

development. She traces the intertwined and overlapping developments of key concepts, such 

as racial hygiene (rotuhygienia), public health (kansanterveys) and population policy 

(väestöpolitiikka), critically examining their uses and meanings.li 

With this volume, we wish to continue on the road paved by these studies on public health 

and other key concepts in health policy and medicine.lii In our conceptual historical 

endeavour, we dedicate our attention to the historicity, political nature, contingency and 

flexibility of a broad plethora of concepts and discourses in the history of health policy and 

medicine. We strive to analyse how language both constructs and delimits how the world and 

how contemporary realities are perceived and understood. In a Foucauldian streak, we also 

acknowledge how language, knowledge and power are intertwined with policies and 

governmentality, as well as factors such as gender and class. In addition, our book is focused 

on Northern Europe and provides comparative perspectives on the Nordic countries, which 

have been somewhat disregarded in the international discussion. 

As mentioned earlier, in our endeavour, we emphasise the differentiation between analytical 

terms and empirical/historical concepts. This distinction is by no means always easy, and 

many interpretations could certainly be provided on a number of occasions. Nevertheless, to 

clarify our analytical thought processes and approaches to our readers, we have, as far as 

possible, tried to differentiate between historical/empirical concepts and analytical concepts 

by different use of language. When the articles discuss historical and empirical concepts, the 

authors use concept as the contemporary actors have used them in the original language, e.g. 

folkhälsa or socialmedicin, or, if the actors have conceptualised their terminology and 

discourse in English, the concepts are in English and italicised, e.g., public health. Whenever 

the authors themselves elaborate on their own analytical reading of historical concepts, they 

use English terms without italicisation, e.g., public health, social hygiene. 
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Below are a couple of illustrating examples from our book. 

“[S]ocialt handikapp [social disability] was related to diverse criteria such as age (children 

and the elderly poor), family situation (families with several children, single mothers), 

education (illiteracy), cultural belonging (minorities or non-European poor), etc.” (Chapter 8, 

by Norma Montesino & Ida Al Fakir.) 

“Social workers […] defined the general social disability of Roma families in terms of 

dependence on welfare.” (Chapter 8, by Norma Montesino & Ida Al Fakir.) 

The examples illustrate how the authors place the Swedish term for ‘social disability’ and its 

use and meaning in its original historical context. They also provide their reading of how the 

concept was operated and understood by contemporary actors (the social workers). 

The chapters 

Chapter 2 by Paul Weindling deepens the introduction chapter’s discussion around the 

connection between racial hygiene/eugenics and public health. It compares German and 

British nineteenth-century notions of eugenics and hygiene as well as provides a 

comprehensive overview of the history and development of eugenics as a science in early 

twentieth-century to post-war Britain, Germany and Europe. According to Weindling, 

eugenic ideals were embedded in twentieth-century public health concepts, structures and 

interventions. 

In Chapter 3, Merle Wessel continues on the topic of eugenics, public health and medical 

expertise. Her focus is on the first female physicians in Sweden and Finland in the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth century. They were very engaged in providing prophylactic 

health care and disseminating health knowledge for women. Wessel analyses the feminist, 

class-related and eugenic notions in the female doctors’ endeavours. 

Chapter 4 by Ainur Elmgren shows that the narrative of the benefits of negative eugenic 

measures was not received unanimously unquestioned. By studying leftist cultural 

intellectuals in 1930s Finland and their campaign against the 1935 Sterilisation Act, she 

highlights how medical experts were not the sole participants in health policy discourses. 

Furthermore, even though the law was enforced, Elmgren shows how a pronounced 

discussion around civic and human rights was initiated already in the interwar era. 
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In Chapter 5, Minna Harjula traces the twentieth-century development of Finnish health-

related key concepts. She argues that in national health policy, kansanterveys (public health) 

replaced rotuhygienia (racial hygiene) in post-war Finland. Furthermore, she explores the 

shifting inclusive and exclusive dimensions in health policy and how they are reflected in 

notions and uses of key concepts. 

In Chapter 6, Annika Berg and Teemu Ryymin illuminate the similarities and differences in 

how two highly influential twentieth-century medical actors in Norway and Sweden, Karl 

Evang and Axel Höjer, understood the concepts folkehelse and folkhälsa, respectively. They 

also explore the transnational and global dimensions of Evang’s and Höjer’s works and 

conceptions, as well as compare the Nordic concepts with the ‘public health’. The chapter 

illuminates how key concepts should always be analysed in their specific contexts, as their 

meanings may vary even in the vocabulary of one actor. 

In Chapter 7, Sophy Bergenheim broadens the focus from governmental actors and medical 

experts to non-governmental organisations. She examines the conceptions of ‘people’ and 

‘people’s health’ of two Finnish social and health policy organisations in the 1940s and 1950s 

and compares them against notions of ‘race’ and ‘racial hygiene’ in the 1920s and 1930s. She 

concludes that the above-mentioned concepts were ‘sister concepts’, intertwined and co-

existing still in the 1940s and 1950s. 

Chapter 8 by Norma Montesino and Ida Al Fakir examines the transfer of public health 

concepts and categories into the realm of social policy. They analyse how social workers and 

medical experts have used socialt handikapp (social disability) in managing European 

refugees and a group of Roma people in post-war Sweden. Despite new policies and practices 

being legitimised by a rhetoric of social inclusion, they have, in contrast, contributed to 

marginalising structures. 

In Chapter 9, Johan Edman studies how alcohol policy has been framed as a public health 

problem in international alcohol conferences. A long time frame, 1885–1992, reveals how the 

framing of alcohol as a problem has largely reflected racial hygienic and public health trends, 

with strong influences from NPH at the end of the research period. 

Chapter 10 by Matilda Hellman continues on the theme of substance abuse. She focuses on 

international organisations and epistemic communities in the post-war era, and studies how 

concepts, worldviews and epistemologies as gathering and mainstreaming forces in global 
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and international alcohol, drug and tobacco policies. In this, she identifies the idea and rubric 

of dependency as crucial for seeing and constructing a common aetiology. 

In Chapter 11, Johannes Kananen focuses on an internationally renowned public health 

project, the North Karelia Project that took place in Finland in 1972–1997. Kananen argues 

that the project not only functioned within the frame of kansanterveys, but contributed to new 

national and international conceptions of public health, partially through depoliticising and 

authoritative expert definitions of public health goals and measures. 

In Chapter 12, Helena Tolvhed and Outi Hakola approach the topic of health from a media 

research approach. They study new, individualistic and commercialised representations of 

health in Swedish health and fitness magazines (1960–2010) and Finnish health journalism 

(2010–2016). Tolvhed and Hakola note the emergence of new norms in health and health 

management, which involve normative representations of femininity, class and ability, much 

in a neoliberal spirit of NPH. 

In Chapter 13, the editors conclude the book by a brief summarisation of the core 

contributions of the book as well as implications for future research and discussion. 
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